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Message from the Review Board Directors 
 
 
 
Welcome to the December 2018 issue of the 
IEEE ComSoc MMTC Communications – 
Review. 
 
This issue comprises three reviews that cover 
multiple facets of multimedia communication 
research including indoor location determination 
via deep learning, incentive-based D2D video 
distribution, and 2D to 3D video conversion. 
These reviews are briefly introduced below. 

 
The first paper, published in IEEE Transactions 
on Vehicular Technology and edited by Dr. 
Xiaohu Ge, designed an algorithm to leverage 
channel state information and deep learning for 
indoor localization. 
 
The second paper is published in IEEE 
International Conference on Image Processing 
and edited by Dr. Gwendal Simon. It proposes a 
novel method for Plenoptic point cloud 
compression, leveraging different colors 
depending on the position of the observer. 
 
The third paper, published in IEEE Transactions 
on Multimedia and edited by Dr. Carsten 
Griwodz, investigates the use of rendered 3D 
scenes to emulate depth on a large scale and use 
this knowledge for estimating depth within the 
specific context of the input video.   

 
All the authors, nominators, reviewers, editors, 
and others who contribute to the release of this 
issue deserve appreciation with thanks. 
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Review Directors 
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A Deep Learning based Approach for Indoor Localization 
A short review for “CSI-based fingerprinting for indoor localization: A deep learning 

approach” 
Edited by Dr. Xiaohu Ge 

  
X. Wang, L. Gao, S. Mao, and S. Pandey, “CSI-based fingerprinting for indoor 
localization: A deep learning approach,” IEEE Transactions on Vehicular 
Technology, vol.66, no.1, pp.763—776, Jan. 2017. DOI: 
10.1109/TVT.2016.2545523. 

  

Location is important information for 
many mobile applications, for example, 
navigation and tracking. Since most 
mobile users are indoors, indoor 
localization is of great interest. Accurate 
indoor localization can enable traditional 
and new applications such as navigation 
in a stadium or exhibition hall, location-
based advertisement, access control to 
wireless networks or information based 
on location, and even faster 
beamforming/beam tracking in 5G 
mmWave networks. Although having 
been studied for decades, there is still a 
great need for accurate and robust 
solutions for complex indoor 
environments.    
 
Among various indoor localization 
techniques, WiFi based fingerprinting 
has many advantages. For example, it 
does not require access to GPS or 
cellular base stations, and WiFi access is 
ubiquitous in many indoor environments. 
There is also no need for accurate 
propagation models as in ranging based 
schemes. In such schemes, survey data is 
collected for chosen positions in the off-
line phase. During the on-line phase, a 
mobile device records its realtime WiFi 
signal and compares it with stored survey 

data, to find the best match and 
determine its location [1]. Many existing 
schemes are based on received signal 
strength (RSS), which only represent 
coarse channel information [2]. The new 
trend is to move from RSS to channel 
state information (CSI), which represents 
fine-grained channel information and is 
now available for several WiFi cards [3]. 
The challenge is how to effectively 
process the much larger CSI data for 
accurate indoor localization in realtime.  
 
In this paper, the authors propose a novel 
deep-learning-based fingerprinting 
scheme, termed DeepFi, to address the 
challenge [4]. The deep-learning-based 
scheme can fully exploit the rich features 
of WiFi CSI data and obtain the optimal 
weights as fingerprints [5]. The authors 
also incorporate a greedy learning 
algorithm to reduce computational 
complexity. In particular, the authors 
first present three hypotheses on CSI, 
which justify the feasibility of using CSI 
for more accurate indoor location. The 
authors then present the DeepFi system 
design, which includes an offline training 
phase and an online localization phase. 
In the training phase, CSI information for 
all the subcarriers from the three 
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antennas if the WiFi card is collected 
from accessing the device driver and is 
analyzed with an autoencoder with four 
hidden layers. The proposed greedy 
learning algorithm uses a stack of 
restricted Bolzmann machines (RBMs) 
to train the deep network in a layer-by-
layer manner to reduce complexity. 
Moreover, for each layer of the RBM 
model, the authors adopt the contrastive 
divergence with one-step iteration (CD-1) 
method to update weights, which has 
lower time complexity than other 
schemes, such as Markov chain Monte 
Carlo. In the online phase, a probabilistic 
fusion method based on radial basis 
function (RBF) is developed for location 
estimation. To reduce the computational 
complexity, packets are divided into 
several batches of equal size. Because 
packets are processed in parallel in 
batches, the processing time can be 
significantly shortened when dealing 
with a large amount of packets. 
 
The proposed DeepFi scheme is 
implemented with a laptop and wireless 
router with low-cost Intel 5300 WiFi 
cards. The authors conducted extensive 
experiments in two representative indoor 
environments, i.e., a living room and a 
computer laboratory to validate its 
performance. DeepFi is shown to 
outperform several existing RSS and 
CSI-based schemes in both experiments. 
The effects of different DeepFi system 
parameters and different propagation 
environments are also evaluated in the 
experiments. The experimental results 
clearly confirm that DeepFi can perform 
well in these scenarios.  
 
The major contribution of this paper is to 
propose the first deep learning based 
design for indoor WiFi fingerprinting. It 
is worth noting that this work was 

conducted before the release of AlphaGo 
in Oct. 2015 and the release of 
TensorFlow in Nov. 2015, which 
triggered the great interest on applying 
deep learning/machine learning to 
networking problems. This work is the 
first to introduce deep learning to solving 
indoor localization problems and clearly 
demonstrates the feasibility and the high 
potential of the deep learning based 
approach.  
 
Following this work, the authors have 
published a body of work on applying 
various deep learning algorithms to 
indoor fingerprinting [6,7,8], which also 
led to several US provisional patents. 
This work also triggered considerable 
interest in the community. Since its 
publication in Jan. 2017, this paper has 
been the Top 1 most downloaded in most 
of the months (except for two months, 
when it was the Top 2 most downloaded) 
among all papers published in IEEE 
Transactions on Vehicular Technology. 
In a short period of less than two years, 
this paper has received 149 citations, 
while its conference preliminary version 
received 75 citations, according to 
Google Scholar (as of Dec. 1, 2018).  
 
In summary, this paper made a great 
contribution in presenting the first deep 
learning based WiFi indoor fingerprinting 
solution. The proposed approach is 
implemented with commodity WiFi and 
demonstrated to achieve an accurate and 
robust localization performance. It is also well 
received in the community, as indicated 
by the high download and citation 
numbers in less than two years.  
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Plenoptic Point Cloud Compression 
A short review for “Compression of Plenoptic Point Cloud Using the Region-Adaptive 

Hierarchical Transform”  
Edited by Gwendal Simon 

  
G. Sandri, R. de Queiroz, and P. A. Chou, “Compression of Plenoptic Point 
Cloud Using the Region-Adaptive Hierarchical Transform,” in IEEE 
International Conference on Image Processing, Athens, Greece, 2018.    

  

The world of motion picture is at the 
dawn of a major disruption. The set of 
technologies that humans have 
developed for capturing a sequence of 
images from real scenes, compressing 
this flow, delivering it, and displaying it 
is culminating today when a standard 
phone allows anybody to generate a 
video that can be watched by potentially 
millions of people all over the world. 
This amazing set of technologies is 
however showing its limits when one 
would like to also get a sense of the 
volume in the captured scene. The 
fundamentals of volumetric videos are 
essentially different from what has been 
studied and implemented in the past half-
century. Researchers have to reinvent the 
full chain of acquisition, delivering, and 
rendering, with regards to the lessons 
learnt from the remarkable success of 
video delivery, but without fear of 
challenging some of the cornerstones that 
enabled our current multimedia era. This 
huge challenge is what makes the 
community of multimedia systems pretty 
excited right now. 
 
This paper, which was presented at this 
year’s edition of the IEEE ICIP 
conference, is about the compression of 
point cloud. The research community has 
been active in the past five years in the 

field of compressing the set of points that 
can be captured by the cameras that 
feature depth acquisition. A large part of 
the excitement comes from the 
availability of technologies that enable 
relatively cheap hardware to acquire in 
real time any surrounding (real world 
scene around) at centimeter and even 
millimeter scales. The huge set of 
captured “points” (often referred to as 
voxels for volume pixels) is expected to 
become the input data, which will then 
be manipulated by some software to 
offer volumetric experience, regardless 
of the actual applications that are here 
envisioned. From this perspective, the 
compression of the said “point cloud” is 
a key element of the future chain of 
volumetric multimedia entertainment. 
 
As far as I can observe it, the vast 
majority of the research in the area of 
point cloud compression has focused on 
reducing the voxel structure 
representation load, while enabling 
various features such that offering levels 
of details locally. In short, most of the 
papers I read state that the information 
that is actually stored at the level of a 
voxel is a vague color and material data. 
This paper is one of the first work I have 
paid attention to that deals with the 
compression of this peculiar color 
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information. Although I have only a 
loose familiarity with point cloud 
compression and light field area, I was 
able to appreciate that this compression 
problem is not trivial. Yet another 
exciting problem in the unpaved road 
toward volumetric media entertainment. 
 
The main idea behind plenoptic 
information is that one given point in the 
space can have a different color 
depending on the position of the observer. 
This color depends on many parameters, 
including light and materials. The fact is 
that, if one would like to generate a new 
view from anywhere in the space, the 
more we know about the voxel color, the 
better. This paper thus aims at 
compressing the so-called plenoptic 
information of every voxel. The 
contribution complements the other 
studies on geometrical point cloud 
compression and presents a high interest 
for the 3D renderer in charge of ingesting 
the color data to typically reconstruct the 
scene or render it from new viewpoint. 
 
The contribution in itself is rather simple: 
three compression methods have been 
designed by the authors. The first one 
projects the captured colors in a cylinder 
around the voxel, the two others leverage 
the intersection of rays and the faces 
around the voxel center (cube or sphere). 
The proposals are evaluated across a set 
of representative datasets and the two 
latter appear to perform better. The 
authors also show that the compression is 
much higher than just storing the color 
from all cameras without exploiting the 
underlying geometry. 
 
The paper reads well, and the 
fundamental idea behind plenoptic 

compression is the kind of fascinating 
problem that is thought-provoking. How 
to exploit the wide set of information that 
one may acquire from a large set of 
depth-enabling cameras is just the 
beginning of the story that should 
eventually lead the humans to the 
implementation of a totally revamped 
multimedia entertainment chain. This 
paper is a contribution to this field, with 
regards to multi-view object acquisition.  
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Application-specific 2D-to-3D Video Conversion 
A short review for “Data Driven 2-D-to-3-D Video Conversion for Soccer” 

Edited by Dr. Carsten Griwodz 
  

K. Calagari, M. Elgharib, P. Didyk, A. Kaspar, W. Matusik and M. Hefeeda, 
“Data Driven 2-D-to-3-D Video Conversion for Soccer,” IEEE Transactions on 
Multimedia, vol.20, no.3, pp.605—619, Mar. 2018. DOI: 
10.1109/TMM.2017.2748458. 

  

The transport and presentation of 
stereoscopic content is today well-
standardized through the MPEG family 
of codecs, and a large share of recent 
television hardware can display this kind 
of content, either through auto-
stereoscopic displays or by means of 
polarized glasses. Similarly, this kind of 
content is available to computer users, 
who may also use headsets of various 
cost and complexity. The adoption of 
stereoscopic viewing habits by end-users, 
however, depends on the availability of 
compelling content. Since the generation 
of this kind of content requires planning 
and the appropriate hardware during the 
recording of live action film, and depth 
information is hardly available for 
content pre-dating the technology, there 
have been many attempts to understand 
depth in 2D content and use this 
understanding to generated depth 
information. This kind of 3D content 
generation has been raised to popularity 
especially with the proliferation of 
devices. 
 
Many of these approaches rely on motion 
in the recording itself without [1-7] or 
with user input [8-9], while the most 
aggressive ones attempt generic object 

understanding and add depth information 
directly to frames [10-16]. The method 
proposed in this journal paper is 
restricted to a single context, namely 
soccer, and takes a unique approach for 
the estimation of depth. The exciting new 
contribution of “Data Driven 2-D-to-3-D 
Video Conversion for Soccer” is the use 
of rendered 3D scenes to emulate depth 
on a large scale and use this knowledge 
for estimating depth within the specific 
context of the input video. 
 
The authors give a good insight into 
existing work, but present a very 
unexpected and innovative approach to 
solving the creation of high-quality 3D 
information: they use one of today’s 
excellent football games to create a large 
database of realistic player poses. 
Obviously, the 3D information from 
arbitrary camera angles is known in this 
database, and where researchers in other 
works struggled to build databases from 
real-world ground truth, the authors 
generate a database of arbitrary size. 
They study the appropriate database size 
and find an applicable limit. This 
approach by itself is already a great 
contribution because it exploits the 
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opportunities of the football scenario and 
is highly innovative. 
 
An essential decision for the accuracy of 
the depth map creation is the 
understanding that the scene shown in 
every single frame can be reconstructed 
from the database. The method starts 
with the selection of a set of similar 
frames that are selected using classical 
similarity for structure (GIST) and color. 
In principle, the football scenario would 
allow for a transformation of the selected 
frame into the exact spatial football field 
position of the query image, but without a 
pre-existing 3D structure, it would break 
the coherence of the most salient 
elements, the players, due to parallax 
effects. The authors choose to forego this 
older idea, and work with the assumption 
that the pictures are locally consistent. 
Instead, they cut the images in tiny 
blocks (9x9 in the paper), and match 
these blocks using SIFT features in the 
block and a surrounding region. A frame 
that is reconstructed from these matched 
blocks does already provide an image 
that is highly similar to the input image, 
but carries depth information from the 
database. The patchwork of blocks, 
however, does not satisfy the quality of 
depth estimation yet, and more 
importantly, cannot guarantee coherence 
across frames. 
 
So, the authors add a step that remedies 
the temporal coherence. Transferring the 
depth map from the database to the query 
image, they use Poisson reconstruction to 
smooth and adapt locally the depth of 
objects in non-flat regions. This 
reconstruction process is extended to the 
time domain to ensure consistent depth 

maps across several frames. Within each 
frame, object masks are used to enforce 
obviously correct discontinuities, in 
particular at the boundaries separating 
players from the field. They are then 
dealing separately with those regions 
where domain-specific knowledge 
reveals that they are flat, and chances for 
mismatches in SIFT feature matching are 
high. 
 
The authors do not only demonstrate that 
this approach provides detailed depth 
maps for players on the football field, 
they have also designed the process to 
run efficiently in parallel. All relevant 
features for the database images are 
precomputed, while the Poisson 
reconstruction process is split into 
temporal windows for a higher degree of 
parallelism, with a final averaging steps 
between the windows’ depths. 
 
Very interesting aspects of the approach 
taken by the authors are in the place 
where attractive domain knowledge is 
actually ignored. Looking at a frame in 
its entirety, it would not be trivial to 
estimate individual players’ depth in 
isolation from other, because many game 
situations such as tackles, corners and 
penalties lead to a real-world situation 
where players are physically connected. 
Instead, the authors look at the in terms 
of small, square pixel blocks that loose 
semantic meaning for a human observer, 
and transfer depth information 
mechanically from similar blocks in other 
images. Depth discontinuities may then 
occur where players occlude each other, 
but because of the authors’ enhancement 
of the Poisson reconstruction to the time 
dimension, correct discontinuities at the 
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occlusion line between players will fade 
unless they can be separated by object 
masks. 
 
This explains why the authors went to 
considerable lengths to create good 
object masks. Firstly, they used domain 
knowledge to distinguish between close-
ups of players and long shots. While the 
amount of grass in an image is an 
obvious give-away, close-ups don’t 
necessarily have a lot of it, and player 
size in combination with audiences in the 
background are used to detect them. 
Shots of one type or another were 
separated using image similarity, a 
straightforward method that works in the 
domain because shots don’t transition 
between totals and close-ups in football, 
and lighting doesn’t change rapidly. After 
this coarse classification of shots, the two 
types are treated separately, and the 
distinct methods rely on considerable 
domain knowledge. In the long shots, 
field detection and warping is used to 
compensate for camera movement, and 
optical flow is combined with classical 
background detection to assign pixels as 
belonging to players or background. The 
authors demonstrate that both 
contributions are needed for the 
successful masking of all players. The 
close-up shots are treated in a very 
different manner, because advertising and 
audiences prevent any color-based 
method. Instead, and color-based optical 
flow is used to track motion in 
combination with feature-based motion. 
Combined with camera motion 
trajectories, this provides dense pixel 
trajectories, which allow the creation of 
quite accuracy player masks. 
 

The paper rounds up with a very detailed 
study into the quality-of-experience that 
is provided by the proposed system. The 
competition in this case is not any of the 
existing generic methods for deriving 
depth information from 2D video. Instead, 
existing stereoscopic ground truth 
information is used, either from 
stereoscopic recordings or from virtual 
sequences, and compared with the depth 
recovery approach proposed by the 
authors. The results show that the method 
provides quite similar visual quality to 
original sequences, and improves over 
simplified methods. 
 
The paper impresses with the number of 
steps that are combined to make 
maximum use of the domain knowledge, 
as well as the breadth of methods that 
have been put to use. While it is 
uncertain how general the proposed 
method for adding depth information to a 
football scenario can be applied in other 
contexts, it does demonstrate in an 
excellent way how important domain 
knowledge can be to derive depth 
information from 2D video. The highly 
innovative idea of extracting information 
from entirely virtual content, taken from 
computer games, adds a new dimension 
to the domain-specific content generation. 
It will be highly interesting to see 
whether a similarly inspired approach can 
be repeated in future research. 
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